
CHECK 
LIST 
to use to grade your 
SS Spiral 

Be sure that the following is checked before 
your turn in your SS Spiral Notebook: 

there is a sticker on the upper right hand 
corner with LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, 
“SS Spiral” and Per. ____

you used a ruler to make lines for the 
columns in your TofC & for the 3 boxes 
about the grades at the bottom

every assignment has a TITLE & NUMBER 
in the upper right hand corner!

your TofC is in the first few pages of your 
spiral.

you graded every assignment in your SS 
Spiral, including “Neatness & Organization”  
& “Grand Total”

you added up all of your scores to give a 
“Total Score” for your grade.

✤ For a higher grade for geography, you should use 
COLOR for your maps and vocabulary pictures.

✤ For a higher grade with Cornell Notes, be sure you 
use a ruler and have appropriate labels in red.

✤ Remember, assignments that are not stamped 
were not completed on time and hence deserve an 
“F”. The “F” is a “0” if not done at all or a “5” if fully 
completed, but late.

✤ YOU MUST TURN THIS IN WITH YOUR SS 
SPIRAL with student signature and parent 
signature on MON. (Oct. 15) after we finish the 
unit test. Spirals that are late are one grade 
lower for each day late.

Student Sig. ____________________________

Parent Sig. _____________________________  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